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Happy Holidays  

from the  

National Toy Train 

Museum! 
 

 

 

Open weekends thru Christmas  

and December 26-31 
 

300 Paradise Lane Ronks, PA 17572 

 

To be removed from this type of emailing,  

please reply to membership@traincollectors.org 



 

Christmas 

Coloring Fun! 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Looking for something cool to do with your trains this Christmas?  

Why not play with trains and toy building blocks and enter the new Youth Contest!! 

Trainscaping with Toy Bricks, 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

Toy trains and building blocks are both iconic toys whose popularity has spanned many  

generations. Because they share such a common ground, it seemed that this would offer a 

wonderful opportunity for you to have fun using your imagination.  

There is little, if any, cost involved. Just imagination and creativity are required! 

Contest Rules: 

 Only one entry per youth member will be accepted. Send entries to contest@traincollectors.org 

 Your email entry must contain your name, your TCA Kids Club (age 0 - 12) or TCA Teens (age 13–18)  member number and your T-

shirt size.  

 You are free to use all gauges and manufacturers of toy trains, all building block toys, including the big name brands and their 

"clones," and anything else you wish to support your adventure. 

 The entry must be used with toy trains, a train layout or a train garden. Submitting photos of it actually being used on a layout or train 

garden is great! Trains around the Christmas tree make a great backdrop! 

 A maximum of three (3) photographs of the entry will be accepted. Photo format must be able to be read by most browsers. Contest 

recommends using jpg. No videos please. 

 Entries must be emailed by 11:59 p.m. EDT on January 31, 2020. 

 Your eligibility will be verified against your member information on file. 

 All entries become the property of the TCA and may be used in future publications. 

 Two winners will be selected. One from Kids Club and one from TCA Teens. 



 

Happy Holiday Train! 



 



 


